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ABSTRACT: BiSbTeSe2 is a 3D topological insulator (3D-TI)
with Dirac type surface states and low bulk carrier density, as
donors and acceptors compensate each other. Dominating low-
temperature surface transport in this material is heralded by
Shubnikov−de Haas oscillations and the quantum Hall effect.
Here, we experimentally probe and model the electronic density of
states (DOS) in thin layers of BiSbTeSe2 by capacitance
experiments both without and in quantizing magnetic fields. By
probing the lowest Landau levels, we show that a large fraction of
the electrons filled via field effect into the system ends up in
(localized) bulk states and appears as a background DOS. The
surprisingly strong temperature dependence of such background
DOS can be traced back to Coulomb interactions. Our results point at the coexistence and intimate coupling of Dirac surface states
with a bulk many-body phase (a Coulomb glass) in 3D-TIs.

KEYWORDS: compensated 3D-topological insulator, BiSbTeSe2, quantum capacitance, Landau quantization,
thermodynamic density of states, Coulomb glass

■ INTRODUCTION

An ideal three-dimensional (3D) topological insulator (TI) is a
band insulator, characterized by a gap in the single-particle
energy spectrum, with symmetry protected conducting surface
states1,2 (and references therein). Experimentally available TIs
like Bi2Se3 or Bi2Te3 are, however, far from ideal as they
feature, due to intrinsic defects, a relatively high electron or
hole density larger than 1018 cm−3 (see ref 3 and references
therein). By combining p-type and n-type TI materials, that is,
by compensation, the bulk concentration can be suppressed.2,4

This comes at the price of large potential fluctuations at low
temperatures as the resulting ionized donor and acceptor states
are poorly screened and constitute a randomly fluctuating
Coulomb potential, bending the band edges and creating
electron and hole puddles.5,6 These were observed by, for
example, optical spectroscopy3 and scanning tunneling experi-
ments.7 In the absence of metallic surface states, that is, in
compensated conventional semiconductors, variable range
hopping governs low-temperature transport (T < 100 K).5,8

Recently, Skinner et al. have shown that the electronic density
of states (DOS) in the bulk is nearly constant under these
circumstances and features a Coulomb gap at the Fermi
level.5,6 In 3D-TIs, in addition Dirac surface states, which form
a two-dimensional (2D) electron (hole) system, encase the
bulk and constitute the dominating transport channel at low
temperatures.

The nature of the surface and bulk phases is antithetical. The
helical surface metal is an example of Berry Fermi liquid,9

whose constituents are resilient to Anderson localization1 and
well described within a single (quasi-)particle picture. Bulk
electrons on the other hand are topologically trivial and
organize into a many-body disordered and localized phase.
Indeed, such a phase shows characteristics6,10 typically ascribed
to a Coulomb glass, an exotic insulating state known and
studied for decades yet far from being fully understood.11−13

The interplay between these two different phases is a largely
unexplored ground, one reason being the difficulty in
engineering a system where both coexist. A largely
compensated 3D-TI like BiSbTeSe2 seems however ideally
suited for this purpose, appearing as an intrinsic two-phase
hybrid system. Moreover, understanding the surface-bulk
interplay is not only interesting for fundamental reasons but
also necessary if BiSbTeSe2, and more generally (fully-)
compensated 3D-TIs, is used as a device platform to realize, for
example, topological superconductivity, Majorana zero
modes,14,15 and topological magnetoelectric effects.16 With
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this goal in mind, we explore the surface-bulk interplay by
probing the DOS of the Dirac surface states.
The method we used is capacitance spectroscopy, which

provides complementary information, compared with common
transport measurements. The total capacitance C, measured
between a metallic top gate and the Dirac surface states,
depends on the geometric capacitance, C0 = ϵϵ0A/d, and the
quantum capacitance Ae2D(μ)

C C Ae D( )1
0

1 2 1μ= + [ ]− − −
(1)

Here ϵ, d, and A are, respectively, relative dielectric constant,
thickness of the insulator, and capacitor area, ϵ0 is the vacuum
dielectric constant, and D(μ) is the DOS at the Fermi level
(chemical potential) μ. The quantum capacitance, connected
in series to C0, reflects the energy spectrum of 2D electron
systems17−19 and probes preferentially the top surface DOS in
3D-TIs.20 At higher temperatures, D(μ) has to be replaced by
the thermodynamic density of states (TDOS) at μ, (μ) =
dn/dμ with n as the carrier density. While gating of 3D-TIs and
tuning of the carrier densities of top and bottom surfaces,21−23

and even magnetocapacitance23,24 has been explored in the
past, the analysis of quantum capacitance and the DOS in a
compensated TI like BiSbTeSe2 remained uncharted. Our
measurements show that although Dirac surface states
dominate low-T transport as expected the bulk provides a
background that is capable of absorbing a large amount of
charge carriers. These missing charges are very common in 3D-
TI transport experiments yet to the best of our knowledge are
unexplained.25−28 Furthermore, our in-depth analysis of the
quantum capacitance data shows that the background is not a
rigid object but reorganizes itself depending on the gate voltage
(and temperature) value. This is a signature of a strongly

interacting many-body phase, whose ef fective single-particle
DOS reshapes itself adapting to varying conditions, for
example, when charges are added or removed. The reshaping
is typically slow, with a reaction/relaxation time which can be
orders of magnitude slower than that of the surface Dirac
metal. This provides evidence that BiSbTeSe2 is not an ideal
3D-TI but rather a hybrid two-phase system and suggests that
similar behavior should be expected for other compensated
3D-TI materials.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Transport Measurements. The details of sample

fabrication and measurements can be found in Supporting
Information. Figure 1a,b displays the layer sequence and an
optical micrograph of one of the devices, respectively.
Temperature-dependent measurements show (see Figure S2
in Supporting Information) that at 1.5 K transport is entirely
dominated by the surface with negligible contribution from the
bulk. The carrier density and μ of top and bottom surfaces can
be adjusted by top and bottom gate voltages, Vtg, Vbg,
respectively. This is shown for the Hall resistivity at 14 T in
Figure 1c. The device displays well-developed quantum Hall
plateaus at total filling factor ν = −1, 0, and 1 (note that for
each Dirac surface state, Landau levels are fully filled at half
integer ν and total filling factor 1, corresponding to ν = 1/2 on
top and bottom surfaces.25). The plateaus are well separated
from each other and marked by dashed purple lines. As these
lines run nearly parallel to the Vtg- and Vbg-axes, respectively,
we conclude that the carrier density on top and bottom can be
tuned nearly independently.

Capacitance Measurements. Figure 1d shows the
measured capacitance C, which is directly connected to the

Figure 1. (a) Design of the layer sequence. Red lines sketch the topological surface states. (b) Optical micrograph of the device. The dashed yellow
line marks the capacitor area of about 1.8 × 103 μm2. (c) ρxy as a function of Vtg and Vbg, respectively, at T = 1.5 K and B = 14 T. The almost
horizontal and vertical dashed purple lines separate the region of well-developed QHE with total filling factors of −1, 0, and 1 (unit h/e2) from
regions of higher filling factors. (d) C(V) at T = 1.5 K and B = 0 T. Unlike graphene, the two branches are asymmetric with respect to CNP due to
a nonlinear E − k relation. The pronounced minimum reflects the bulk gap. For better comparison, the CNP of all measurements is shifted to zero
via VCNP. The red line is a fit using a Gaussian broadening of the Fermi level with σ = 29.4 meV (see text). To compare with experiment, we added
a parasitic capacitance (mainly coming from wiring and bonding in the immediate vicinity of the device) of ∼3.07 pF. The lower left inset illustrates
the measurement configuration, the upper inset shows the energy dispersion of the surface states in the bulk gap (left) and the corresponding DOS
(right).
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DOS, see eq 1 (measurement details are in Supporting
Information). The measured trace with a minimum at the
Dirac or charge neutrality point (CNP) resembles the
quantum capacitance measured for graphene, apart from a
pronounced electron−hole asymmetry19,29,30 due to a para-
bolic contribution to the linear E(k) dispersion.31 Explicitly,

the latter reads E = ±ℏvFk + k
m2

2 2ℏ
*
where ℏ is the reduced

Planck constant, vF is the Fermi velocity at the Dirac point, and
m* is the effective mass. It is sketched in the upper inset of
Figure 1d, together with the electron−hole asymmetric, nearly

E-linear DOS, given by D E( ) m m v( )
2

F
2=

π
* Ω − *

ℏ Ω
. Here we used

that k n4π= and m v Em( ) 2F
2Ω = * + * .

While in a perfect system D(E) vanishes at the CNP,
disorder smears the singularity, as in case of graphene.19 We
model the potential fluctuations by a Gaussian distribution of
energies with width σ, resulting in an average DOSÄ

Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É
Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑD D E E( ) ( ) exp dE1

2
( )

2

2

2∫μ⟨ ⟩ =
π σ

μ
σ−∞

∞ − − . To convert ener-

gies into voltages we use n = C0(Vtg − V0)/(Ae) with e the
elementary charge and V0 describing n at zero voltage. By
fitting ⟨D(μ)⟩ to the data in Figure 1d, we extract σ = 29.4
meV, vF = 3.2 × 105 m/s, and m* = 0.47m0 (m0 = free electron
mass). The broadening σ, which is in reasonable agreement
with theory,32 is only important in the immediate vicinity of
the CNP but hardly affects the values of vF and m*. The
obtained vF and m* values agree well with ARPES data

21,33 and
values extracted from Shubnikov−de Haas oscillations.31

B-Field Dependence of Capacitance Measurements.
Our key result arises when we crank up the magnetic field and
measure signatures of the Landau level (LL) spectrum, shown
in Figure 2a. At the 0th LL level position, a local maximum
emerges with increasing B-field, flanked by minima at each
side. The two minima, highlighted by arrows, correspond to
the Landau gaps between LLs 0 and ±1 (see Figure 2a).
Because of the large broadening, higher LLs do not get
resolved. Lowering T down to 50 mK does not resolve more
structure, indicating that disorder broadening is the limiting
factor. By sweeping Vtg across the 0th LL, that is, from arrow
position to arrow position, the carrier density changes by the
LL degeneracy Δn = eB/h. In contrast, the change of carrier

density Δn, calculated via capacitance, n VC
Ae tg

0Δ = Δ , is by a

factor of 1.4 higher. Hence, we must assume that a large
fraction of the carriers, induced by field effect, ends up in the
bulk and is localized at low T.

To compare with these experiments we calculate C(Vtg)
u s i n g G a u s s i a n - b r o a d e n e d L L sÄ

Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É
Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑD E( ) expeB

h
E E

LL
1

2
( )

2
n

2

2= ∑
π Γ

− −
Γ

with broadening Γ. The

LL spectrum dispersion reads34

i
k
jjj

y
{
zzzE n

eB
m

n
eB

m
eB v nsgn( )

2
2n

2

F
2= | | ℏ

*
+ ℏ

*
+ ℏ | |

(2)

with n = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., and the tiny Zeeman splitting was
neglected. Using the above DOS is insufficient to describe the
data: the calculated distance ΔVtg between adjacent Landau
gaps is too small and does not match the minima positions
observed in experiment (marked by arrows in Figure 2a for the
14 T trace, see Figure S4 in Supporting Information as an
example). ΔVtg is the voltage needed to fully fill the 0th LL of
the surface states. Because ΔVtg in experiment is larger than
tha t in ca lcu la t ion (re l i e s on the fi l l ing ra te
dn/dVtg ≈ C0/(Ae)), it means that a fraction of the field-
induced electrons does not go to the surface states but
eventually into the bulk. Thus, a higher voltage (higher δn) is
needed to fill the zeroth LL. In contrast, we obtain almost
perfect agreement, see Figure 2b, if we introduce an energy-
independent background DOS Db which models these bulk
states. The calculated TDOS we compare with experiment thus
reads

D E D
f

E( ) ( ) dLL b∫μ
μ

= [ + ]
∂
∂−∞

∞

(3)

with f = f(E − μ,T) as the Fermi function.
As shown in Figure 2b, the constant background Db leads to

excellent agreement with experiment. Although the bulk DOS
is hardly directly accessible by the quantum capacitance itself
(i.e., by its value), we probe it indirectly via the missing charge
carriers given by the Landau gap positions. This missing charge
carrier issue holds also for the quantum Hall trace in Figure 1c
where ∼30% of the induced electrons are missing. Indeed, it
also appears in several other publications with missing electron
fractions ranging from 30% (as here) to 75% (see refs 25−28).
The bottom line is the following: The change of surface

carrier density extracted from the Landau gap positions is
smaller than the one ”loaded” into the system within the same
voltage interval. Further, the filling rate dn/dVtg determined by
the classical Hall effect at 1.5 K is consistent with the one
found for the surface states (see Supporting Information).
Thus, the charge carriers loaded at low T into the bulk are
localized and do not contribute to transport. This is consistent

Figure 2. (a) C(Vtg) for B ranging from 4 to 14 T. The lower inset sketches the LL DOS for LLs −1, 0, and 1. Arrows mark the position of the
Landau gaps for the 14 T trace. (b) Model calculations to (a) based on eq 3 after adding a parasitic capacitance of ∼3.06 pF. Parameters of the fit at
1.5 K: Γ = 14.9−15.9 meV; Db = 2.4 × 1035 m−2 J−1. Although the position of the 0th LL changes slightly with B, we use the same zero-field value
VCNP for all curves.
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with transport experiments25,35 and also in line with what is
expected in compensated semiconductors,8 as was recently
highlighted in ref 5. There, bulk transport of compensated TI
was considered, where local puddles of n- and p-regions form.
In this regime, low-T transport is governed by variable range
hopping, and the DOS is, apart from the Coulomb gap,
essentially constant for perfect compensations but changes its
form strongly if the chemical potential shifts.5,6,8

Using a constant background affects somewhat the values
extracted above from C(Vtg, B = 0). Thus, we fitted the trace in
Figure 1d using the same Db = 2.4 × 1035 m−2 J−1. Now a
reduced broadening σ = 15 meV is needed, which is still in
reasonable agreement with theory.32 C(Vtg) is then best
described by slightly modified values: vF = 2.8 × 105 m/s and
m* = 0.57m0, respectively, still compatible with results
reported elsewhere.21,31,33

Temperature Dependence of Quantum Capacitance.
The background DOS rises quickly with temperature.
Corresponding C(Vtg) data for 14 T and various Ts up to 58
K are shown in Figure 3a. The local minima due to Landau
gaps, marked by arrows, shift with increasing T to larger Vtg.
The corresponding ΔVtg(T) is shown in Figure 3c. For fixed B,
the Landau degeneracy eB/h is constant and does not depend
on temperature. The increasing ΔVtg needed to fill the 0th LL
of the surface states thus indicates that with increasing T more
carriers are lost to the bulk. Similar behavior was found for
quantum Hall data.25,35 Clearly, to model the Landau gap
positions correctly a strongly T-dependent thermodynamic
density of states (TDOS) is required. A simple approach
consists of introducing a T-dependent background DOS, Db →
Db(T). Its values used to fit the data of Figure 3a are shown in
Figure 3d; the resulting C(Vtg) traces for different temper-
atures are plotted in Figure 3b. Db is nearly constant at low T
but rises quickly at higher temperatures, as shown in Figure 3d.
However, a closer inspection of the possible microscopic
origins of Db(T) reveals the central issue hiding behind our
data: How can the TDOS near the Dirac point (at 14 T the
Landau gaps are located between −30 and +30 meV, as
estimated by eq 2) be at the same time practically flat, yet so
strongly T-dependent? One could attempt to explain its
constant value at 1.5 K by conventional trapped surface states

between BSTS and hBN. They are likely responsible for the
small hysteresis observed when sweeping Vtg, but the C−V
trace shift for up- and down-sweep first stays constant at low T,
then drops with increasing temperature (see the Supporting
Information). This rules out the interface states as reason for
the striking TDOS increase with T. Alternatively, one could
argue that the increased TDOS stems from thermal smearing
of the DOS of the (effective) band edges, separated by a
reduced gap of ∼60 meV, as determined by the measured
activation energy (see Supporting Information), instead of the
full gap of 300 meV. Modeling this scenario by choosing the
DOS at the band edges such that the average TDOS, when
sweeping μ from one Landau gap to the other, equals the
extracted constant Db cannot explain the experimental traces:
The resulting TDOS is strongly energy-dependent, reflecting
the sharp DOS shoulders at the band edges, and this strong
dependence would completely dominate the capacitance signal
(Figure S10 in Supporting Information). Thus, we are unable
to find a single-particle DOS which is consistent with the
experimental findings, suggesting that a single-particle picture
is simply not adequate.

Probing the Many-Body Background. A way out of this
apparent dead-end is provided by the strongly fluctuating
potential landscape of compensated TIs like BiSbTeSe2,
sketched in Figure 4a,b, where Coulomb interaction
dominates.5 In a nutshell, the background DOS emerges as
an ef fective single particle DOS describing the ensemble of
strongly interacting electrons filling bulk impurity states.8 As
such, it is actually a μ- and T-dependent object, Db → Db(E, μ,
T), which in particular can massively reshape itself when μ is
varied,6 see Figure 4a,b. The reshaping is a complex many-
body problem and can be very slow.13,36 The situation is
further complicated by the presence of the Dirac surface states
encasing the bulk. Because precise time scales for BiSbTeSe2
are not known and a comprehensive theory covering all aspects
of our 3D TI scenario is not available, we can only argue along
phenomenological lines. First, the time scale of about 1 min
needed to produce each data point after changing Vtg is
assumed sufficiently long for the reshaping to take place, at
least partially. Second, we look for a bare-bone DOS toy model
meeting three fundamental constraints: (i) the resulting TDOS

Figure 3. (a) C(Vtg) at B = 14 T for various Ts. Arrows mark the minima corresponding to Landau gaps. For increasing T, the voltage difference
ΔVtg between adjacent gaps increases. The trace at 1.5 K was shifted down by 0.032 pF for clarity. (b) Calculated C(Vtg) using eq 3 with Db values
in (d), and Γ = 13 to 15.2 meV. A nearly T-independent parasitic capacitance of 3.06 ± 0.04 pF is used to best fit the data. (c) ΔVtg versus T. (d)
Extracted Db. The dashed lines in (c,d) are guides to the eye.
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is everywhere constant but strongly T-dependent; (ii) the
overall number of charges lost to the bulk when scanning Vtg
from one Landau gap to the other increases by a factor of
roughly 8 in the interval T = 1.5 K to T = 58 K; (iii) its shape
is qualitatively compatible with established theoretical results.6

Consider therefore the TDOS

D E f E T E( ) ( , ) ( , ) db b∫μ μ μ= ∂ [ − ]μ (4)

the μ-derivative acting on both the Fermi function f and Db.
The background DOS is given by a toy model (We do not
consider an explicit T-dependence of the DOS as too little
precise knowledge is available for a meaningful guess. Note
also that we ignore the presence of a Coulomb gap.8,10,37−41

This is because the gap is a function of E − μ, not of μ alone,
and thus its contribution to ∂n/∂μ can be neglected, at least
within our phenomenological approach; see Supporting
Information):

l
m
ooo
n
ooo

D E
D E

D

E E

a E E E
( , )

( , ) 1 if

1 ( ) if
b

0

m

M

μ
μ μ

μ μ μ
̃ ≡ =

* < ≤

[ + − ] < < * (5)

Here, D0 is the TDOS value measured at T = 0, a is a
parameter, while Em*, EM* are cutoff energies such that |Em*− μ1|,
|EM*− μ| ≫ kBTmax with μ1 being the position of the lower
Landau gap and Tmax = 58 K (see corresponding sketch in
Figure S11 in Supporting Information). Beyond such cut-offs
the form of Db(E, μ) is irrelevant for computing the
corresponding TDOS. The dimensionless D̃b(E, μ) is sketched
in Figure 4c for two different values of μ. Notice that such a
DOS is the result of a reorganization of impurity states not of
the appearance of additional states. That is, it is constrained by

the condition that the overall number of donors and acceptors
states within the gap is fixed. Thus, its profile above μ sharpens
because impurity states from higher energies migrate closer to
the chemical potential as the latter increases, while it stays flat
below μ as it represents only the average value of the DOS in
the region Em* < E ≤ μ (see sketch in Figure 4c and Figure S11
in Supporting Information). In other words, consider two
values of the chemical potential μ′ > μ, both within the energy
region defined by the position of the lower (μ1) and upper
Landau gap (μ2). The DOS reorganization is such that more
higher energy states are available within kBT of μ′ than within
kBT of μ, see hatched areas in Figure 4c, and this difference is
responsible for a strongly T-dependent TDOS (see Supporting
Information). Thus, the overall amount of charges lost to the
bulk between μ = μ2 and μ = μ1 is

n D E f E T E

D E f E T E

( , ) ( , )d

( , ) ( , )d

b b 2 2

b 1 1

∫
∫

δ μ μ

μ μ

= −

− −
(6)

As discussed above, this quantity cannot be written as
∫Db

rigid(E)[f(E − μ2) − f(E − μ1)]dE, in terms of a rigid
single-particle DOS Db

rigid(E). In Figure 4d, we compare the
measured TDOS normalized to its T = 1.5 K value,

T( )/b b(1.5 K) and the one computed from eqs 4 and 5.
Qualitatively, the similarity is evident. We emphasize however
that our toy model can only be taken as an empirical guide to
the data.

■ CONCLUSIONS
By probing the capacitance of a BiSbTeSe2 capacitor structure
we are able to extract the electronic DOS as a function of the
gate voltage (chemical potential μ). Our experimental data,
together with the calculations, show that the filling (via field-
effect) of Dirac surface states and conventional bulk states is
closely intertwined. While we observe the Landau quantization
of the Dirac surface states in the quantum capacitance signal,
the position of the Landau gaps and their increased separation
on the gate voltage scale with increasing temperature can only
be understood by considering bulk states. These experiments
provide a so far unknown method to investigate the many-
particle DOS of the bulk of a highly compensated TI. We find
the corresponding bulk TDOS to be constant as a function of
μ but strongly temperature dependent. This result is
incompatible with a single-particle picture and is evidence of
the many-body character of the bulk phase. Indeed, the in-
depth analysis of quantum capacitance data suggests that the
background density of states reorganizes whenever the gate
voltage (chemical potential) is changed, on the time scale of a
minute. This is compatible with the slow (glassy) dynamics of
a disordered and strongly interacting phase,10,13 as expected in
the bulk of a compensated TI.3,6,7 To the best of our
knowledge, the dynamics of such a surface-bulk two-phase
hybrid system is largely uncharted ground at the moment.
However, a proper understanding of it is crucial for potential
device concepts based on the properties of topological surface
states.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.nanolett.0c02733.

Figure 4. (a) Conduction (Ec) and valence band (Ev) profiles,
fluctuating due to long-range Coulomb interactions for perfect
compensation. Electron- and hole puddles form. A sketch of the
symmetric bulk DOS including the Coulomb gap at μ is shown at
right.5 (b) For nonperfect compensation, for example, for the donor
concentration slightly higher than the one of acceptors, the fluctuation
amplitude and the shape of the many particle DOS, sketched
following ref 6 change considerably. We expect a similar situation for
changing the gate voltage instead of compensation. Note that the
overall number of impurity states (shaded region at right) is fixed and
independent of the shape. For modeling we use the purple shape of
the DOS, ignoring the Coulomb gap at μ. (c) DOS of our toy model
mimicking the DOS of (b) (purple line). The hatched areas illustrate
the origin of the TDOS temperature dependence. (d) Solid gray lines
represent the calculated TDOS of our toy model with the parameter a
varying from 10 (bottom) to 50 (top) in steps of 10. Filled squares
are experimental data. All curves (data points) are normalized to their
values at T = 1.5 K.
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Details of sample fabrication, transport, and capacitance
measurements; resistivity-temperature relation; deter-
mining ΔVtg; failure of fitting C−V trace at 14 T without
background DOS; transport data and estimating the
filling rate from Hall measurements; comparing fitting of
C−V at B = 0 T and T = 1.5 K with and without
background DOS; extracting the quantum capacitance
from C(V) curves; does the strong temperature
dependence of the TDOS come from a single particle
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